Real-time monitoring of Yb vapor density using an extended cavity violet diode laser.
Based on laser absorption spectroscopy (LAS), we developed a vapor density monitor for controlling the vaporization rate of Yb using a tunable diode laser. The laser source consisted of an extended cavity violet diode laser which has an emission wavelength of 398.8 nm coincident with the Yb absorption transition line, 6s(2) 1S(0)-6s6p 1P(1). The light emitted from the diode laser was transmitted across an atomic vapor column generated by heating the Yb metal, while the laser frequency was scanned across the atomic transition line. By comparing the amount of incident light to the amount of light transmitted after the light passed through the vapor column, the vapor density was determined using the Beer's law. From the experimental results, we demonstrated that the diode-laser-based LAS operated successfully for the real-time monitoring of the Yb vapor density.